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BACKGROUND
The University of Adelaide (UoA), the University of Melbourne (UoM), and the University of New South
Wales (UNSW) welcome the opportunity to contribute to the Select Committee Inquiry into Foreign
Influence through Social Media.
The increasing effectiveness and frequency of Foreign Initiated Influence Operations (FIIOs), especially
in relation to social media, has been an ongoing source of concern for governments worldwide. This
has been recognised by the Australian Government, primarily through the lens of ‘foreign interference’,
as a growing security threat. Our adversaries are spending significant resources to generate content,
direct public attention, pollute information environments and sow discord. The manipulation of public
opinion through social media platforms is a critical threat to Australia’s democracy and social cohesion.
The Information and Influence University Partnership (I&IUP), consisting of UoA, UoM and UNSW, was
established in 2020 to address the growing need for a coordinated, expert response to these threats.
The Partnership understands that countering disinformation and foreign interference through social
media platforms requires a whole of community approach, in an iterative and ongoing process to build
resilience and raise awareness of emerging actors, therefore emerging, threats and technologies that
impact our democratic institutions. The I&IUP have identified key areas of focus to best combat the
problem. These include the rise of echo chambers, the design of social media algorithms, the
psychological drivers of disinformation, the business model of social media companies and the lack of
regulation and transparency in this sector.
Of growing concern is the proliferation of State-sponsored cyber troops and the industrial scale of statesponsored propaganda through social media. The UoA, UoM and UNSW have produced a growing body
of work on disinformation, influence operations and foreign interference perpetrated by these actors
through social media including the current and emerging threats and actors as well as the current and
emerging technologies.
In 2021, the I&IUP conducted a research project commissioned by the Department of Defence’s
Information Warfare Division, resulting in the Understanding Mass Influence: Three case studies of
contemporary mass influence activities report. The report’s three case studies include an example of
influence from a State Actor (Russian Internet Research Agency), a Non-State Actor (Cambridge
Analytica), and from Influence Platform (Facebook), and examine the challenges associated with each.
The report provides recommendations to the Government and identifies countermeasures to mitigate
the risks posed by social media disinformation campaigns. This submission outlines the report’s findings
and recommendations. The entire report is attached as an appendix.
In addition to outlining the findings of the Understanding Mass Influence report, this submission
provides comment and identifies recommended actions in response to three of the Inquiry’s Terms of
Reference (ToR):
a) use of social media for purposes that undermine Australia’s democracy and values, including the
spread of misinformation;
b) responses to mitigate the risk posed to Australia’s democracy and values, including by the
Australian Government and social media platforms; and
d) the extent of compliance with Australian laws.
We would welcome the opportunity to further discuss the contents of this submission with members
of the Committee and other interested parties. For further information, please contact Emily Ebbott,
Information and Influence Program Lead, at emily.ebbott@unimelb.edu.au.
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UNDERSTANDING MASS INFLUENCE
CASE STUDY
This research project identified important considerations for Defence, within a whole-of-Government
context, to strengthen Australian digital sovereignty in response to growing state and non-state threats
to Australian governments, businesses and communities in cyber space. It focuses on the implications
of the misuse of social media for the spread of disinformation.
This Understanding Mass Influence report presents analyses and findings of three case studies
examining mass influence through the lenses of a state-sponsored actor, a non-state actor, and a
mainstream platform enabler:
•

State-sponsored actor: Russian Internet Research Agency

•

Non-state actor: Cambridge Analytica

•

Influence platform: Facebook

State-sponsored actor: Russian Internet Research Agency
Findings
The Internet Research Agency or IRA’s operations illustrate the effects possible with a large, well
resourced, trained, and coordinated workforce:
•

The IRA’s operation demonstrated the outcomes possible when an organisation is motivated,
uninhibited by laws or societal norms, well-resourced and well-coordinated.

•

The IRA demonstrated what can be achieved in practice through the adoption of an integrated suite
of persuasive technologies.

•

The IRA demonstrated the benefits of incorporating psychological principles and marketing
techniques in audience engagement.

•

The IRA was a 24/7 operation, enabling real-time time zone specific content creation and
engagement.

•

The IRA operated within the wider Russian eco-system of disinformation and propaganda,
leveraging an extensive base of expertise and experience as well as the full resources of the Russian
intelligence community. The IRA workforce involved approximately 400-600 staff at any onetime
and 800-1000 staff over the life of the operation.

•

The IRA employed social media platforms such as Facebook that enabled precise micro-targeting
of audiences. IRA staff were exceptionally well-versed in internet culture, enabling deep infiltration
of many diverse online communities. Furthermore, these platforms facilitated the use of many tools
to enhance IRA influence operations. For example, IRA operators deployed Bots and Botnets to
augment human action, narrative laundering, develop fake personas and cultivate large numbers
of followers.

•

A key measure of success for IRA operators was translation of online behaviour and attitudes to
offline activity, that is, actions in the physical world. Provoking offline violence between opposed
groups online was viewed as a distinct success.
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Recommendations
It is recommended that the Australian Government:
•

Establish principles, codes of conduct and rules of engagement that align with democratic
principles, Australian values and policies, and international treaties Australia is a signatory.

•

Recruit and develop collective training regimes to establish an agile and innovative workforce that
can develop experts at scanning the horizon for advancing technologies, to ensure ongoing
awareness of evolving platforms and countering techniques.

•

Augment native tool sets with off-the-shelf, third party tools for monitoring the social media
landscape and identifying key vulnerable groups and individuals relevant to Australia’s national
interest. Apply the multidisciplinary team’s expertise to survey and develop methods for
identifying, monitoring and measuring the complex relationship between online behaviour,
changes in attitudes and behaviour, and correlations to offline behaviour.

•

Develop a coordinated ecosystem comprising Defence, Intelligence and non-government expertise
that would contribute to the full spectrum of operations.

•

Engage with regional partners in the Indo-Pacific to increase resilience to malign or hostile
information operations and to boost, where possible and appropriate, local capabilities in the
information environment.

Non-state actor: Cambridge Analytica
Findings
Cambridge Analytica, a subsidiary of the Strategic Communication Laboratories (SCL) Group, was a
private British behavioural research and strategic communication company that engaged in global
information and influence operations.
•

Cambridge Analytica’s business model relied on the company’s ability to map and exploit the in
adequacies in the regulatory environment relevant to its operations.

•

Cambridge Analytica used large cohorts of online as well as offline data from multiple sources to
profile millions of individuals and groups and target them with tailored messages.

•

Cambridge Analytica took large amounts of qualitative and quantitative data and used it to develop
psychological profiles that informed the design of targeted content for the purpose of shifting
public opinion at scale.

•

The underpinning influence theories and models used by Cambridge Analytica for profiling and
manipulating individuals and groups were simplistic, weakening its efficacy.

•

Cambridge Analytica’s influence operations relied on illegal data harvesting and use.
o

Cambridge Analytica lacked mechanisms to foster and maintain its legitimacy. This made the
business unsustainable in a liberal democratic operating environment.

o

Cambridge Analytica did not systematically monitor the impact of its influence operations and
likely did not produce the large-scale public opinion effects attributed to them by the
company.
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Recommendations
It is recommended that the Australian Government:
•

Devise a code of practice for the ethical use of persuasive technologies that guarantees protection
of liberal democratic principles and gives influence operations entities legitimacy.

•

Implement stringent data harvesting procedures that ensure data is collected legally.

•

Employ multidisciplinary teams of experts to analyse target audiences and develop contextually
nuanced content.

•

Develop indicators and metrics for influence at the macro, meso and micro levels, leveraging both
the human and analytical sciences.

•

Develop a strategy for gaining access to social media and other online data underpinning next
generation persuasive technologies.

•

Deploy a qualitative-quantitative situational awareness strategy for mapping and visualising the
information and influence environment.

Influence Platform: Facebook
Findings
As a leading contemporary social media platform, Facebook provides insights into the key role digital
technology platforms can play in mass influence campaigns.
•

Facebook and digital technology platforms like it enable influence operations. As a globally
pervasive platform for social media, Facebook enables influence operations of many types with
various motivations including commercial, political, public interest, and malign.

•

Facebook relies on the authenticity of users’ identities to build value for their advertising clients.
Similarly, Cambridge Analytica and the Russian Internet Research Agency rely on authentic identity
to enable micro-targeting for malign purposes.

•

Facebook is insensitive to user intent and activity. As such, Facebook cannot be relied on to respond
to emerging threats or crises, except when these are exceptionally dire. The US insurrection
provoked a response but demonstrates the particularly high threshold for action.

•

Facebook is likely to remain an efficient platform for propagating disinformation for the foreseeable
future.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Australian Government:
•

Devise a framework and strategy for clear and transparent public communication. This includes
guidelines and definitions for what constitutes ethical persuasion and the ethics of the operation,
as well as having the capacity to differentiate between authentic and inauthentic patterns of social
engagement in the context of true or false content.

•

Develop an understanding of how to operate in a social media landscape with powerful distribution
and production networks and concentrated ownership. To achieve this, consider investing in the
development of information analytics and leveraging Australian centres of excellence to help
develop fit-for-purpose sovereign analytic tools and techniques, including ethnographic analysis (a
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technique for the cultural analysis of social media and online community data) as a potential means
to identify malign online actors and their behaviours and vulnerabilities.
•

Recruit a diverse workforce, with the skills to identify nefarious activity disguised as benign social
engagement. Natural language algorithms are most effective in conjunction with human fact
moderators. However, workers should be provided with support services, including resiliency
training and counselling.

•

Work with platform owners to counter malign influence. Examples of government cooperation with
Facebook exist and could be used as models. Existing obligations under the Telco Act may provide
the basis for the establishment of such a facility. Consideration should be given to whether the
liaison facility should consist of a dedicated ADF operation or a whole of government operation.

RESPONSE TO INQUIRY TERMS OF REFERENCE
PERSUASIVE TECHNOLOGY
The following section responds to (a) and (b) ToR focusing on a specific concern of automated social
media accounts.
Findings
An emerging trend in influence campaigns via social media is the use of automated social media
accounts that both amplify the campaigns’ key messages and attack any opposing opinions. While early
attempts at automation of these "bot" accounts was relatively primitive, the increasing sophistication
and availability of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques has meant that bot accounts are becoming more
effective and harder to discriminate from real users.
Recommendations
It is recommended that the Australian Government recognise the need for future defences against
foreign interference that anticipate the development AI-enabled influence campaigns, including
effective training strategies and countermeasures to minimise the impact of this new type of campaign.

LEGAL AND ETHICS
The following section responds to (d) ToR focusing on the requirement of a legislative framework to
streamline the whole of government approach to combating FIIO.
Findings
Centralised management of online foreign interference
The United States has submitted that the key to effective defence against FIIO’s online is intensive
collaboration and an organised whole-of-government response.1 While Australia’s intelligence agencies
are well-placed to work together in this regard,2 it is currently unclear which Government Department
bears primary responsibility for coordinating such a response. Although the Department of Home
Affairs appears to have been designated for this role, via the National Counter Foreign Interference
1

Joint Force Quarterly, ‘An Interview with Paul M. Nakasone’ [2019] (Spring) Joint Force Quarterly 4, 6-7
Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Act 1979 (Cth) s 17(f); Intelligence Services Act 2001 (Cth) ss 6(da), 6(db),
7(ca), 7(f).
2
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Coordinator and the Foreign Interference Taskforce,3 hearings held by the Senate Select Committee
have suggested that the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade has the main responsibility when the
actors involved are outside Australia.4 Given the non-geographical nature of the distribution of social
media this division seems an arbitrary de-centralisation of applicable skills in the area and the cause of
potential confusion. Moreover, the Department of Defence, through the Australian Signals Directorate,
has both the capability and, subject to the comments below, the lawful authority to respond to such
activity, but does not have any apparent publicly acknowledged role in dealing with FIIO’s.
Structure of legislation

The existing Commonwealth legal framework that might underpin reactions to FIIO’s is diffuse and not
specifically defined to deal with this threat. Nonetheless, with interpretative creativity, there seems to
be adequate foundation to give Commonwealth agencies a lawful capacity to detect, prevent and
respond to FIIOs. Such laws also provide legal immunities for specified persons or classes of person who
undertake prevention and/or response against FIIOs. However, again, such immunities are not squarely
based by the phenomenon of FIIO’s through social media, hence there is a level of unavoidable
uncertainty and ambiguity in both the authorities and immunities that apply.
In general, the legislative provisions which may permit detection, prevention and response to online
FIIO’s are circuitous and spread out over a significant number of Commonwealth Acts (including the
Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Act 1979, Intelligence Services Act 2001,
Telecommunications Act 1997, Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme Act 2018, Criminal Code Act
1995, and others). These Acts are interpretively complex and, as they are more designed to address
physical actions of foreign interference (such as espionage) or cybercrime operations, there is a level
of uncertainty as to their application to FIIO’s.
Recommendations
It is recommended that the Australian Government consider legislative amendments that introduce
provisions that directly relate to FIIO’s, to clearly establish who bears primary responsibility for
monitoring and responding to FIIO-related threats, and what types of lawful actions and immunities are
available.
Clear legislative mechanisms for liaison with digital platforms

The current legislative framework does not appear geared for the modern reality of social media and
other digital platforms’ dominance of online communication. Social media companies have indicated
their general willingness to the Select Committee to work against impermissible foreign interference
conveyed via their websites.5 They are ‘at the coal face’, where direct management of the issue is most
feasible.
The implementation of legislation which permits more direct liaison and collaboration between
Australian intelligence services and digital platforms, including (where necessary) a mandate to remove
or block certain material, would equip Australia to deal expeditiously with the bulk of impermissible
3

Department of Home Affairs, ‘Countering Foreign Interference’, Department of Home Affairs (Website, 27 February 2020)
<https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/about-us/our-portfolios/national-security/countering-foreign-interference>.
4
Evidence to Senate Select Committee on Foreign Interference through Social Media, Parliament of Australia, Canberra, 11
December 2020, 4 (Neil Hawkins, Acting Deputy Coordinator and Acting First Assistant Secretary, National Counter Foreign
Interference Coordination Centre, Department of Home Affairs).
5
Facebook, Submission No. 27 to Senate Select Committee on Foreign Interference through Social Media, Foreign
Interference through Social Media (21 September 2020) (‘Facebook Submission to Senate Committee’) 6; Twitter,
Submission No. 20 to Senate Select Committee on Foreign Interference through Social Media, Foreign Interference through
Social Media (April 2020) (‘Twitter Submission to Senate Committee’) 6.
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foreign interference online. In instances where digital platforms may be less willing to cooperate (or
may not be forthcoming in practice), the enactment of provisions that allow intelligence services to
compel such cooperation would further enhance the ability to respond to a FIIO.
There is provision in the Telecommunications Act 1997 (Cth) for ‘technical assistance’ to be sought from
providers of electronic services, who can even be compelled to do so where relevant for safeguarding
‘national security’. However, the bounds of application for this provision are unclear and it does not
seem flexible or broad enough in scope to permit all forms of collaboration that may be required to
manage and respond to FIIO’s. It would make sense for legislation to allow intelligence services to
specifically:
•

Request or compel (in cases of serious concern) information from digital platforms;

•

Request or compel (in cases of serious concern) removal or blocking of content identified with
a high level of confidence as foreign interference;

•

More generally liaise and share information with digital platforms to maximise the
effectiveness and efficiency of response, where appropriate and acceptable to the Cth agency
head.

Although the voluntary Australian Code of Practice on Disinformation and Misinformation has been a
laudable effort and has been adopted by several significant digital platforms,6 this is a non-binding code
and suffers from that status.
Recommendations
It is recommended that the Australian Government:
•

consider legislative amendments that provide a level of systematic input and control to help
streamline management of online-mediated foreign interference.

•

consider legislative amendments that permit more direct liaison and collaboration between
Australian intelligence services and digital platforms, including (where necessary) a mandate to
remove or block certain material.

POLARISATION AND INOCULATION
The following section responds to (d) ToR focusing on the requirement of a legislative framework to
streamline the whole of government approach to combating FIIO.
Findings
The increasing polarisation of political discourse not only threatens the foundations of democracy, it
also creates a national security vulnerability. Disinformation campaigns created by malicious actors
work by exploiting a polarised public and encouraging radicalisation. But why are polarisation and
vulnerability to disinformation increasing? While there are many possible causes, a major factor is that
we are living in a post-truth era where objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than
appeals to emotion and personal biases. Consistent with this, recent work by ourselves and others has
shown that many people will intentionally avoid fact checking information and will share information
on social media they know to be false if the information is emotionally appealing. This behaviour
contributes to widespread false beliefs. Moreover, we have found that once a person acquires a false
6

Digital Industry Group Inc, ‘Disinformation Code’, DiGi (Web Page, 2021) <https://digi.org.au/disinformation-code/>.
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belief, it is difficult to correct. As such, it is more effective to ‘inoculate’ against misinformation by
presenting counter messages before the person is exposed to the misinformation.
Our research has shown successful inoculation requires repeated exposure and counter messages that
are optimised to be persuasive. We are currently developing a new technology to rapidly develop, test,
and appropriately target counter messages for inoculating people against misinformation and
disinformation.
Our experimentation indicates we can rapidly develop messages that are not only persuasive but more
likely to go viral and thus reach people before misinformation does. As such, our technique can be used
to counter rapidly evolving threats in the information environment. This project is currently being
funded under the National Intelligence and Security Discovery Research Grants (NISDRG) program
offered by the Office of National Intelligence (ONI) (2022-25; CIs listed in this application).
Recommendations
It is recommended that the Australian Government consider employing a crowdsourcing technique for
developing and disseminating counter messages that inoculate against misinformation and
disinformation.

SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION
The I&IUP recognises the risk posed to Australia’s democracy by foreign interference through social
media as credible and ongoing. Our adversaries have been actively enhancing capabilities in this
contested information environment since as early as 2013. Our adversaries are spending significant
resources to manipulate public opinion through social media platforms. Several of our
recommendations address the need for strong investment to counter this aggression.
The findings and recommendations contained within this submission directly address the Terms of
Reference. Our extensive examination of foreign interference and influence campaigns shows the
complexity of issues that are required to gain a comprehensive picture of governing in the new
information environment. The strategic capability of Australia’s defence requires a careful and guided
approach to policy informed by the most comprehensive understanding of these challenges.
Mitigating the impacts of foreign interference through social media will require an iterative and wholeof-government effort across a highly coordinated ecosystem comprising Defence, Intelligence and nongovernment expertise. It will require renewed clarity of the legislative provisions pertaining to online
FIIO’s, the implementation of stringent data harvesting procedures, the recruitment of a diverse
workforce, the establishment of principles, codes of conduct and rules of engagement, effective liaison
with platform owners, horizon scanning of exploitable AI technologies, engagement with regional
partners in the Indo-Pacific.
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The IRA employed social media platforms such as
Facebook that enabled precise micro-targeting of audiences.
IRA staff were exceptionally well-versed in internet

1.

communities. Furthermore, these platforms facilitated the

3.

6.

7.

2.

For example, IRA operators deployed Bots and Botnets to
augment human action, narrative laundering, develop fake
personas and cultivate large numbers of followers.
A key measure of success for IRA operators was

Non-state actor: Cambridge Analytica
Cambridge Analytica, a subsidiary of the Strategic
Communication Laboratories (SCL) Group, was a private British
behavioural research and strategic communication company

Cambridge Analytica’s business model relied on the
company’s ability to map and exploit the inadequacies

2.

Cambridge Analytica used large cohorts of online as

Align with and protect democratic principles and

2.

Accord with Australian Government policies and
international treaties to which Australia is a signatory
Consider fundamental differences between defensive
and offensive capabilities and operations

3.

5.

of many types with various motivations including
commercial, political, public interest, and malign.
Facebook relies on the authenticity of users’ identities
to build value for their advertising clients. Similarly,
Cambridge Analytica and the Russian Internet Research
Agency rely on authentic identity to enable micro-

Cambridge Analytica and Facebook all operate (or operated)
with rapidly evolving technological constructs and each
organisation embedded technological agility in their ways of
working. Key capabilities that enabled this agility and, in turn,
pursuit of organisational objectives, include:

Facebook is insensitive to user intent and activity. As such
Facebook cannot be relied on to respond to emerging
threats or crises, except when exceptionally dire. The
US insurrection provoked a response but represents a
particularly high threshold for action.

operations capability to support Defence’s capacity to shape
Australia’s operating environment”.5 The key recommendations
of this study directly address this need and fall into four
interrelated categories: governance, capabilities, workforce, and
and the analysis from which they were derived, please refer to
the case studies themselves.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Workforce
Each case studies demonstrates the importance of a workforce
with diverse knowledge and expertise. One way to consider the
how different skills and disciplines contribute to capability.

6.

7.

Planning and Situational Awareness: Psychology,
Studies and Ethnographic Research can provide insight
into human factors in complex systems involving
technology and humans to inform campaign planning
and effectiveness assessment.
Capability: Social and Cognitive Psychology, Data
Science, Creative Content Production and Linguistics

Security: Cyber Security, Law and Ethics can facilitate
secure, safe, and publicly palatable operations.
Organisation: Computing and Information Systems
and Organisational Behaviour can provide insight into
how to design organisational structures and processes
operations in the information environment.

Impact and Effectiveness
The three case studies demonstrate the importance of
maintaining situational awareness of the reach and impact
same applies to any capability developed implement counter-

Effective individual and collective training regimes,
including ongoing performance and development review.
Strong and evolving understanding of end users,
including changing preferences and behaviours over time.
Diverse data sources providing contextual knowledge, deep
user knowledge and insights, and situational awareness.
Broad adoption across organisational functions of

2.

variables can contribute to understanding and predicting
behaviour. Contemporary approaches to the science
of causation, including data analysis using multi-level
hierarchical models, together with emerging approaches
to social network analytics, provide new tools for
interrogating campaign impact and effectiveness.
A combination of qualitative and quantitative metrics
monitored over time will be required to build:
a. situational awareness

Nuanced cultural competence relevant to target
jargon, social structures, values, beliefs including
religions, rituals, and symbols.
Dedicated horizon scanning capabilities to identify and
assess emerging threats, technologies, and techniques
with abilities to rapidly address threats and adopt new
technologies and techniques.
Models, tools, and analytical capabilities supporting
measurement over time of the impact and effectiveness

3.

operations and behavioural changes.
A broad range of platform, user, usage, consumer, third
party and campaign data will be required to develop,
validate, and compare understanding of the reach, impact
campaigns over time.

5. Force Structure Plan 2020, paragraph 3.10, p.29
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2.

5.

actors, at population and sub-population levels.

tailored messages.

Targeting: Political Science and International Security
provide clarity around purpose, targets and goals for an

4.

machine learning and data science more generally, as

5.

1.

3.

operations and development of new capabilities that
respond to rapidly evolving threats in the information
environment
Establish and provide legitimacy for ADF information
operations in war and operations other than war.

Capability
While driven by differing motivations and exhibiting different

Recommendations

viewed as a distinct success.

1.

Facebook and digital technology platforms like it enable

propagating disinformation for the foreseeable future.

activity, that is, actions in the physical world. Provoking

1.

illegal data harvesting and use.
Cambridge Analytica lacked mechanisms to foster
and maintain its legitimacy. This made the business
unsustainable in a liberal democratic operating
environment.
Cambridge Analytica did not systematically monitor the

Governance
The application of Australian military capabilities to the
protection of Commonwealth interests, States and self-governing
Territories occurs under a complex set of international and
Australian legislation, regulations, treaties, and other subsidiary
legislation as well as social and ethical values and norms. Even
greater complexity arises when considering the application of
non-kinetic military capabilities in cyber space in operations
short of war – or the grey zone. This complexity may be reduced
by establishing principles, codes of conduct and rules of
engagement to guide the ADF’s information operations that:

7

Case Study 1

Executive Summary
Directions for Future Research
This work has demonstrated the value and indeed criticality
of combining insights and knowledge from diverse disciplines

so essential to both detection and responsive capabilities.
A Defence perspective would interpret sensemaking
as situational awareness, that is, the perception and
comprehension of events, and projection of likely futures.

day have been realised. Similar multi-disciplinary teams will be
vital to advancing our understanding of how to respond to the

information warfare.

areas of interest.

Human Autonomy Teaming (AI as partner)

Defence is developing a rich array of research programs
that address many of the needs associated with this area of
capability need. These include:
a. Defence’s Next Generation Technology Fund (NGTF)
funded Cyber6 program managed by DSTG with
its focus on advances at the intersection of cyber

progress in understanding the most important component

14

Critical

capability will be the ability of human operators and AI
to partner in making sense of situations and in planning
appropriate responses.

b. DSTG’s Information Warfare STaRShot7 with its focus
on control of an adversary’s human, information,
and physical environments through an integrated
information warfare capability
c. DSTG’s Modelling in the Grey Zone8 program with its
focus on modelling grey zone activities; and
d. Defence funded research in International Security9 and
Law10 as well as this present set of case studies.

Cognitive Security and Disinformation
“Disinformation is one of the most critical issues of our time,
from individuals to large populations. Operations in the
Information Environment are conducted within the context of
Cognitive Security. The movement toward symbiotic humanmachine interfaces creates an urgent demand for research
to inform operations in the broadest sense.”15 Research in
cognitive security is principally aimed at reducing vulnerability
to misinformation and manipulation in online systems.

International Collaboration
In keeping with DSTG’s More Together Strategy11, international
collaboration with like-minded international partners facing
similar challenges is vital to achieving the scale of effort
necessary to respond effectively to this threat.12 The United
States of America has two complementary initiatives of
particular relevance:
a. US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

Conclusion
Defence as it works, within a whole-of-Government context,
to strengthen Australian digital sovereignty in response to
growing state and non-state threats to Australian governments,
businesses and communities in cyber space.

Research Centre (UARC), at the University of Maryland,
College Park, the Applied Research Laboratory for
Intelligence and Security13 (ARLIS) with its focus on

Detailed Case Study Reports

Key Themes
Complementing existing programs, the following additional

discussed in greater detail in the three following case study
synopses, and in detailed Case Studies available online at:
https://dri.unsw.edu.au/groundbreaking_post/understanding-

a. Sensemaking, or Situational Awareness and Modelling
in the Information and Cyber Domain
b. Human Autonomy Teaming, or “AI as partner”
c. Cognitive Security and Disinformation.

6. https://www.dst.defence.gov.au/NextGenTechFund/cyber
7. https://www.dst.defence.gov.au/strategy/star-shots/information-warfare
8.
ing-strategic-research-investment/modelling

Sensemaking, Situational Awareness for the Information
Making sense of observations in the information and cyber
domain is a fundamental requirement for any operational

11. https://www.dst.defence.gov.au/strategy
12. https://www.darpa.mil/work-with-us/i2o-thrust-areas
13. https://www.arlis.umd.edu
14.
15. https://www.arlis.umd.edu/cogsec

sense of both an adversary and one’s own actions in an
environment if one is to successfully prosecute a response
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Internet Research Agency
Introduction

action, narrative laundering, and many other techniques.
Furthermore, IRA staff were exceptionally well-versed in
Internet culture and online subcultures, facilitating deep

The term Internet Research Agency (IRA) refers to an
created as a business, until 2018, when operations at its
headquarters at 55 Savushkina St, St Petersburg, Russia,

—

websites, developing fake personas, and cultivating large
numbers of followers.
A key measure of success for IRA operators was
activity, that is, actions in the physical world. Provoking

model for operations, including its operating concept,

—

Persuasive Technology and Techniques: How did the

—

Systems and Technology: What were the foundational
systems, technology and workforce skills required

—

Campaign Awareness and Sensemaking: How was

viewed as a distinct success.

Recommendations
—

—

—
—

—

—

The Russian Internet Research Agency (IRA) operated
with direct approval and endorsement from Russian
President Vladimir Putin.
The IRA was funded by Russian Businessman, Yevgeny
Prigozhin and operated ostensibly as a digital marketing

—

expected business units.
The IRA workforce involved approximately 400-600
staff at any one time to over 800-1000 staff. The IRA
was a 24/7 operation, enabling real-time time zone

—

—

the methods, business model and cover of a digital marketing
warfare” in the service of the Russian Government’s domestic
and geopolitical goals.6 It was established under the direct
approval of Putin and funded by Prigozhin,7 who was allegedly
directly involved in its management, meeting on a regular
basis with the senior leadership.8 Due to the increasing toxic
nature of organisations associated with the Kremlin, a sense
of deniability was crucial to the legitimacy of the IRA and
its associated operations.9 Relying on covert operations to
achieve its geopolitical aims and expand its audience for
certain messages without exposing its direct connection to

media outlets which enabled the Kremlin’s plausible deniability
and contributed, as part of the broader government apparatus,
to its ability to “narrative launder”. There was an intense sense
of competition between these agencies, and they would often
direct their respective campaigns on to the same target,
5

The IRA evolved into a covert private military company carrying

Develop a coordinated ecosystem comprising Defence,
Intelligence and non-government expertise that would
contribute to the full spectrum of operations.
increase resilience to malign or hostile information
operations and to boost, where possible and appropriate,

Government in relation to their support and involvement,
—

Establish principles, codes of conduct and rules of
engagement that align with democratic principles,
Australian values and policies, and international treaties
Australia is a signatory.
Recruit and develop collective training regimes to
establish an agile and innovative workforce that can
develop experts at scanning the horizon for advancing
technologies, to ensure ongoing awareness of evolving
platforms and countering techniques.
Augment native tool sets with off-the-shelf, third party
tools for monitoring the social media landscape and
identifying key vulnerable groups and individuals relevant
to Australia’s national interest.
Apply the multidisciplinary team’s expertise to survey
and develop methods for identifying, monitoring and
measuring the complex relationship between online
behaviour, changes in attitudes and behaviour, and

agency, reportedly provided the ecosystem support for their
cyber-hacking functions.3 The Foreign Intelligence Service
(SVR), which reportedly applies a targeted approach to cyberespionage campaigns, retains the results of these operations
to support the Kremlin’s strategy. This contrasts with the
GRU’s function of hacking emails and releasing information for
political impact.4 The ecosystem’s contributing workforce also

The IRA’s overarching objectives were to sow discord and
division in nations not aligned with Russian geopolitics

Background

democratic principles, such as the US electoral system.
Its primary mode of operation was to amplify pre-existing
polarisations within society.
The IRA operated within the wider Russian eco-system of
disinformation and propaganda, leveraging an extensive
base of expertise and experience as well as the full
resources of Russian intelligence community.

undercover Russian journalist who in 2013 described a “troll
factory” with a collection of “internet operators” posting political
propaganda and comments.1 The “troll factory” was the IRA.
The organisation has been the subject of numerous detailed
investigations by journalists as well as the US Intelligence
Community. It has been a “front” organisation for the Russian
Government, operating in a deniable fashion and as a proxy
for various arms of the Government. There is evidence its
ecosystem included the GRU, or GU, the Main Intelligence
Directorate, which acted alongside the IRA developing, for
example, pro-Kremlin narratives, the IRA used to “narrative
launder” messaging campaigns through its various social
media channels.2 The FSB, the more traditional intelligence

in its use of social media platforms to reach and engage
target audiences. For example, Facebook was used
extensively by the IRA and provided tools that are ideally
tools enabled precision micro-targeting of audiences, the
deployment of Bots and Botnets nets to augment human

10

Figure 1: Internet Research Agency Timeline (Prepared by Jemma Smith, Emily Ebbot, Richard Stearne and Dr Morgan Saletta)
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Internet Research Agency
Governance and Ethics

concealed. Funds were routed through 14 bank accounts of
entities associated with Prigozhin’s Concord Catering, and
Concord Management and Consulting businesses.14

Key Strengths
— The IRA operated in alignment with Putin and the Russian
Government’s domestic and strategic geopolitical goals:
remaining in power, returning Russia to a great power
status, weakening the West by sowing doubt, division,

In contrast to the ecosystem’s counterparts, the IRA did
not operate like a traditional intelligence or government
organisation. The IRA adopted the business model and
11
The management
included IT entrepreneurship, advertising and public relations

toward these broad goals, it could, for example, operate

—

organised into departments and teams, including:12
— Content Development “bloggers”
Content developers worked individually and in
teams, depending on the desired outcome, e.g., when

across the political spectrum.
The IRA’s legal incorporation as a private company

Government plausible deniability regarding the
—

—

—

—

The IRA’s business model, based on a digital marketing
information environment created by social media
platforms and lax regulation.
The IRA’s business model took maximum advantage
of the data harvested by social media companies to
segment populations and micro target audiences based
on demographics, behaviour, and attitudes.
The IRA’s business model is easy to clone, and new

Geographical regions, for example the ‘American
Department’ also commonly known as the

—
—
—
—
—

Data analysis
Search Engine Optimisation
Design and Graphics
Information Technology
Finance.

It appears the bulk of the workforce comprised of entry-level
“trolls” producing social media content. The remaining roles
involved managing more sophisticated sock puppet accounts
(false online accounts) and required advanced language and
cultural skills.

Large numbers (estimates range from 400-1000) of
“trolls” with basic linguistic, cultural, and technical skills
were able to quickly create and spread large amounts of
content/messages across multiple platforms.

Management conducted social media analysis and briefed
lower-level employees and other content developers daily

Key Weaknesses
— The IRA’s business model created a paper trail, a

—

—

targets and provide broad instruction on how to zero in on
various audience groups. Creative licence was condoned if key
benchmarks were met. Forms of creative licence might include
the number of words used to create a post, or the application of
authorised graphics.13

Criminal activity (in the United States) has resulted in
indictments against Prigozhin and other IRA managers,
as well as sanctions by the US Department of the
Treasury against individuals including Prigozhin and
associated business entities.

The business model, a combination of the business world and
“active measures” strategies adopted from the Soviet era, was
developed to take advantage of the information environment at
the time, and to exploit social media platforms with the aim of
segmenting and targeting audiences using content based on a
knowledge of their behaviour and attitudes, not for commercial

Governance
The IRA was a legally registered business in Russia. The
IRA served as a proxy, private military company carrying out

and experimentation.

approval from Putin, with additional direction and substantial
funding from Prigozhin funnelled through two of his existing
businesses. By September 2016 records indicate the monthly
funding equalled some US $1.25 million.10

Ethical and Legal Framework
At a strategic level, the US Intelligence Community assessed
that the IRA operated with explicit approval of President Putin.

Prigozhin is an oligarch known to the Russian Government
with close ties to Putin and the Intelligence Community. He is
involved in media entities that promote pro-Kremlin propaganda
and engage in “narrative laundering”. He also runs the Wagner
Group, a private military company, and acts as a proxy for the
Russian Government. To maintain the IRA’s cover and decrease
exposure to the Kremlin the IRA’s funding source was heavily

campaigns involving the wider information operations
ecosystem that targeted the US political system and 2016
US elections. At an operational and tactical level, Russian

As the IRA was indicted by the US Government, it could be
Key Strengths
— Ability to target audiences across multiple platforms at
high speed and volume.
— Ability to micro target diverse audiences across the
political spectrum – from Black Lives Matter followers to
‘Gun rights’ activists to LGBTQ audiences.
— Ability to grow (and target) large followings using false,
sock puppet accounts, websites, etc.
— Ability to cultivate and recruit assets for online and

employees were caught conducting criminal activity. They
knowingly and intentionally conspired to interfere in the
sovereign political and legal process of the US elections
through criminal activity and identity theft.16 Ethically, the IRA,
in contrast with Soviet era active measures, was not serving a
larger ideological purpose. Operating with arguably ethical and
audiences across the political spectrum. The primary goal was
to advance Russia’s domestic and geopolitical aims with very
little reliance on, or regard for facts that aligned with other

—

17

Russia’s desire to remain credible in the eyes of the
international community was a primary reason the IRA
operated in a covert, deniable fashion. This allowed Russia
to perpetuate an image of itself as a country committed to
supporting international norms and agreements. However,
investigations into the IRA’s activities uncovered violations
against international treaties.

—

—

The following international treaties, to which Russia is a
signatory, have been violated through the covert actions of the

Key Weaknesses
— Reliance on using sock puppet and other false/
counterfeit sites to grow and target large audiences.

racial and ethnic tensions:
— The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR)
Article 20(2) of this treaty states that “advocacy of
national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes
incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence
shall be prohibited by law”.
— The Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms (European Convention on

—

down (and social media platforms are getting better at
this), the audiences are effectively lost.
Reliance on botnets to amplify messaging/narratives.
Tools and methods for identifying and taking down
botnets are improving, evidence indicates this will
become a new ‘arms race’.

As previously mentioned, the IRA’s business model is

Additionally, individual countries have adopted legislation

of advertising revenue and data harvesting. It utilises offthe-shelf (native and third party) tools to segment and micro

operations campaigns. Alongside national legislation, social
media platforms are actively developing methods, procedures,

analytics to enable and identify key narratives and symbols,
which are then leveraged to reach diverse audiences. To
continue its covert actions, it used stolen US identities
to purchase server space, and disguised activity with
Virtual Private Networks (VPN), while also creating sock

to as “coordinated inauthentic activity”.18
As a result of efforts to counter inauthentic activity, the IRA
messaging efforts to Instagram when Facebook began
investigating and shutting down IRA-related accounts.19 More
broadly, various actors in the Russian Information Operations
ecosystem have adapted their tactics, reducing the reliance
on sock puppet accounts as these require heavy ‘following’
cultivation, and focusing more on the use of local freelance
journalists and news media outlets to create content, and drive
Pro-Kremlin narratives in targeted countries.20

The IRA engaged audiences across multiple platforms
and channels, leveraging the content creation and curation
of hundreds of employees. It developed and leveraged
deeply embed its messaging into the target population’s
automated bots and botnets as force multipliers to amplify
selected narratives and content. This created a high volume,
audiences.21

governance and direction. Individuals were “guided by their
sense of the Kremlin’s desires rather than any master plan”.15

12

Ability to analyse social media data using off-the-shelf,
third party software and tools native to platforms, to
segment and target audiences.
Ability to amplify selected messages and narratives
(wedge issues, conspiracy theories, etc.) using bots and
botnets.
IRA messaging and content effectively targeted emotions
and social identities of audiences. This included
extensive nationalistic messaging.

22
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Internet Research Agency
Key Tactics
— Multi-platform messaging at high-speed and volume
The IRA was active across a social media ecosystem
that enabled cross-platform links. Sending a target
audience messages from multiple, seemingly
‘independent’ sources gave the messages credibility.
Hundreds of human operators produced messaging

—

—

the content was enabled by bots and botnets, which
assisted the legitimisation process.

target) news sources to spread messages and grow
and target audiences.
Used false online personas to recruit assets to hire
unwitting Western journalists to write articles for its
“fake news” outlets.

Example
In 2014 the IRA’s MH17 “plane crash” campaign spread
content at huge speed and volume to favour Russia
and implicate Ukraine. This comprised approximately
45,000 tweets in 24 hours, which impacted the

to multiple pro-Russian known ‘news’ websites,

IRA’s activity indicated it applied some fundamental
psychological principles to developing and
disseminating its persuasive messages. These
included, but were not limited to:
– First impressions
– Repetition and quantity
– Building credibility and information reinforcement

The IRA made extensive use of bots to amplify
its messaging and material from, for example,

—

—

platform messaging.
Microtargeting
The IRA took advantage of the large volume of
user data harvested from social media platforms,
analysed by native and third party, analytic software,
and data brokers. This provided the IRA with clear
segmented populations and microtargeted audiences
to target with its tailored messaging.
Paid advertising
The IRA used paid advertising to grow and target
audiences based on behaviour and preferences

– Emotional arousal
– Information overload
Through analysis of various sources, the IRA’s activity also
indicates it applied and leveraged limited psychological
persuasive messages. However, it’s possible this leveraging
was an indirect result of applying digital marketing techniques.

was collected alongside data that had been
harvested by social media platforms and
—

—

Memes and audio visual/symbolic messaging
Extensive original content was generated in the form
of memes, YouTube videos, tweets, and recycled/
repurposed existing memes, to contribute to, and
amplify, existing messaging.
Manipulation and “narrative laundering”
Distributed content/messaging using Twitter

identity and provoke emotional arousal, as research suggests
messages and content are more likely to be believed and
shared24 if these elements are present.

“Doppelgänger” websites
The IRA created an extensive environment of
(evil-twin) websites that mimicked the websites
of genuine social movements such as Black Lives

Systems and Technology
Key Strengths
— Ability of human trolls to use their creativity to generate
engaging content and messaging, using skills in cultural
knowledge, linguistic knowledge, cultural capital, and
social media marketing.
— Understanding of and ability to leverage the new
opportunities provided by social media platforms

legitimate audiences. It was also a useful
environment in which to cultivate witting and
unwitting assets.
Sock Puppet accounts
Fake personas of varying levels of sophistication
groups, actively engaging, and targeting members
the IRA wished to cultivate as assets. These

—

—

Example
The IRA created the Twitter handle @TENN_GOP (claiming

Ability to deploy very large numbers of bots (estimates
range from 25-60,000) to amplify messages and
narratives.
Ability to use off-the-shelf software and tools to analyse
data, segment populations and manage social media
messaging.
techniques to create content, websites, etc.

100,000 followers.23

14

—

—

typically controlled by a ‘bot-master’ and form part of a
network which requires medium level technical expertise.28

Understanding of the basic psychological principles of
persuasion and messaging – focus on emotive content
and messages/symbols, etc. that emphasise in-group/
out-group differences, etc.
Creativity, innovation.

or sharing content, and can be created simply and with
freely available, off-the-shelf software.29
The IRA used social bots as a key part of its overall strategy,
simulating human behaviour on platforms which gave it
legitimacy in its interactions with users and helped promote

Key Weaknesses
— May not have made maximum use of advertising tools
available on social media platforms such as Facebook.

—

campaigns subject to takedowns and counter messaging,
bringing malign activities to light.
Linguistic cues (grammar mistakes made by Russianspeaking, English-second-language trolls).

In contrast, bots with advanced AI capable of generating
answers to questions and producing original content are,
generally, more complicated, and costly, and the technology
not readily available. While some bots have limited AI
capability, it appears these were not used in IRA operations.30

The IRA relied on several different technologies to plan
and carry out its information operations. Strategies of

Example
In the US elections in 2016 estimates suggest bot usage in

and technological interactions. The key technologies and
techniques of bots, botnets, social media analytics, social
listening and search engine optimisation were contributing
to the IRA’s workforce skill set. This workforce is similar to

known whether IRA developed its own bots or purchased and
repurposed most of them.31 However, Mikhail Burchik, one of
was a technology entrepreneur who had previously developed
create bots and botnets.32

“Trolls”
— Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) to hide its identity
—

—

Campaign Awareness and Sensemaking

Cryptocurrency allowed the IRA to establish and operate
hundreds of US email accounts, establish PayPal accounts,
purpose political advertising, and operate false social media
accounts for long periods without detection.25
Developed graphic and audio-visual tools and software to
produce content for the platforms and various accounts,
ranging from visual memes to videos for YouTube.26

Key Strengths
— The IRA had excellent sensemaking and situational
awareness techniques that allowed the organisation

—

Management
— Social Media analytic and monitoring platforms used
for situational awareness, sensemaking, audience
segmentation, and to assist in the production of

—

—

commentaries, blog posts and other activities.
Scheduling tools are found in the above and were likely
used to assist with mass delivery across platforms and
enable a coordinated strategy for bots and botnets to
proliferate designated messaging.

cultural and political divisions, etc.
The IRA tracked public and audience interests and
opinions with off-the-shelf software and tools, and wellestablished digital marketing techniques. These methods
and tools combined qualitative and quantitative analysis.
The IRA monitored its own activities using these tools

Key Weaknesses
— Digital marketing metrics and qualitative/
the relationship between online changes in attitudes or

Bots and Botnets
Automated bots were key to the IRA’s strategy of amplifying
its messaging and applying the tactic of repetition and volume
to push its content across multiple platforms/channels. One

The IRA leveraged the availability of online data from social
media platforms, applying tools for targeting, sensemaking
and situational awareness, such as Facebook Advertising and
Google Adwords. Additionally, it used third party social media
analytic software and tools, include Twidium and Novapress.
These tools were crucial to implementing its strategy of
segmenting the population into discrete audiences and
microtargeting these audiences using data on demographics,
behaviours, and attitudes. The IRA also used these tools to

There are two common bots and the IRA used them both:
— Social bots mimic the social behaviour of a human
social media user. Capabilities include performing social
interactions, responding to questions, and generating
debate by posting on trending topics.27 Social bots are

15
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Conclusion

develop a reporting mechanism, including an ability to track
its activities for management, providing more information
to develop ever more sophisticated online models via

This report presented an overview of the IRA case study
ecosystem. It focused on strengths and weaknesses of the
IRA as a state-sponsored entity that perpetrated information
operations. It was framed around four key themes, Governance
and Ethics, Persuasive Technology and Techniques, Systems
and Technology, and Campaign Awareness and Sensemaking,
and addressed the associated research questions.

Standard digital marketing metrics were used including:

—

Engagement – indicates the number of likes, shares,
comments, reach and interactions with content.

It highlighted that the IRA derived its strength from its
private military company to the Russian Government. The IRA
wasn’t hamstrung by ethical considerations. In fact, it acted

IRA management used these metrics and tools in its briefs
to ‘trolls’, providing guidance on the type of content likely
to generate comments, creating blog posts, and spreading
targeted content through sock puppet personas.

large audience. The report shows the IRA had a workforce of
approximately 1000 people with varying degrees of competency

These activities amounted to online intelligence gathering
missions, conducted to develop situational awareness
and sensemaking, and to contribute to the IRA’s cultural
understanding of target groups and demographics.

persuasive techniques informed by psychology. It relied heavily
on embedded social media tools to assist with its large volume,
high-speed messaging campaigns. The report describes

Traditional intelligence gathering missions were also conducted
to develop and contribute to campaign awareness. Evidence of

what it had learnt to operations of a more strategic geopolitical
nature, for example the 2016 US elections

that, at the time, they were conducted by IRA employees. There
is strong evidence these individuals were either formerly part
of the broader ecosystem, (although it’s unknown whether they
were GRU, SVR or FSB), or had received training from an arm of
the ecosystem.33

the Department of Defence: (i) Recruit and develop collective
training regimes to establish an agile and innovative workforce
that can develop experts at scanning the horizon for advancing
technologies, to ensure ongoing awareness of evolving
platforms and countering techniques. (ii) Augment native tool
sets with off-the-shelf, third party tools for monitoring the
social media landscape and identifying key vulnerable groups
and individuals relevant to Australia’s national interest; (iii)
survey and develop methods for identifying, monitoring and
measuring the predictability, and complex relationship, between

Example
According to the US Department of Justice, two senior IRA
employees conducted a three-week intelligence gathering
mission in June 2014, focusing on key electoral states.
They were discovered with an evacuation plan. At the time
American Politics and submitted it to their superiors in St
Petersburg.34 One was head of data analysis in the IRA’s
American Department, the other was reportedly the thirdhighest ranking IRA employee, with expertise in advertising
and public relations.35

coordinate an ecosystem combining Defence, Intelligence and
non-government personnel to provide expertise across the
full spectrum of operations; (v) engage with regional partners
information operations, and to increase, where possible and
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CA and SCL Group entered administration. The companies are
now defunct. However, they reportedly reincarnated as a ‘new’
political consultancy company, Emerdata.
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Campaign
The 2013 Malaysian
General Election
Campaign

In the fall of 2013, Steve Bannon, the
editor of Breitbart News, introduced
Wylie and Nix to Robert Mercer, the
billionaire founder of Renaissance
Technologies, who agreed to invest
$20 million in a new SCL venture,
named Cambridge Analytica, that
would seek to influence the upcoming
congressional elections.

US Midterm Elections
– For America
Campaign

Campaign
The 2014 US Midterm
Elections
Campaign
The 2011 Saint Lucia
General Elections
(Caribbean)
Campaign
St. Vincent and
the Grenadines
(Caribbean)
Campaign
Latvian 2006 Election

Figure 1: Cambridge Analytica Timeline (prepared by Stephanie Meek and Carmen Jacques)

The 2016 Saint Lucia
General Elections
(Caribbean)

Campaign
The 2016 US
Presidential Election

2017
2016
2014
2010

2011

2013

2015

2016 (SCL)
2015 (SCL)
2011 (SCL)
2009 (SCL)

2009
2006

2007
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with this, particularly CA’s collection and application of

2014 (SCL)

The 2015 Nigerian
General Election
The Trinidad and
Tobago General
Election (Caribbean)

UK Leave.EU
Referendum

campaigns online by microtargeting voters and spreading
disinformation. CA’s microtargeting strategy relied on data

SCL

In theory, the company’s role was to develop communications
strategies to help clients reach voters more effectively. In

operations and likely did not produce the large-scale
public opinion effects the company claimed.

Campaign
The 1999 Indonesia
Legislative Election

and use.

2004

Consequently, the company’s political campaigns were directed
towards advancing far-right politics, not only in the US but
states worldwide. As the timeline on the following page shows,
over the period of 2013-2018, SCL Group, SCL Elections and CA
conducted operations in Nigeria, Trinidad and Tobago, Kenya,
Malaysia, the Philippines, the US and, potentially, the UK.

1999

The primary weakness of CA’s business model was that
it lacked mechanisms to foster legitimacy. This made
the business unsustainable in a liberal democratic
environment.

1994

—

2004 (SCL)

(US) electorate to favour the Republican Party but was also
likely formed to engineer broader societal change. Indeed,
it seems the company was founded on the ideas of far-right
media mogul Steve Bannon and investment from right-wing

shift public opinion at scale.

1999 (SCL)

and groups and target them with tailored messaging.
CA utilised traditional and “quasi-experimental”, dataintensive digital techniques in its political campaigns.
CA gathered large amounts of qualitative and
quantitative data and used it to develop psychological

1994 (SCL)

2013 and 2018. It was a subsidiary of SCL Group, a company
that had engaged in information operations globally since the
early 1990s. Although legally separate, SCL Group, CA and
another subsidiary, SCL Elections, overlapped to the extent that
government investigations questioned whether the companies
were one and the same. These investigations deemed SCL
Elections and CA to be, in practice, the same company.

The 2010 Trinidad
& Tobago Election
(Caribbean)

—

The Cambridge Analytica Story

Campaign
The 2007 Nigerian
Presidential Election

—

Background

The primary strengths of CA’s business model derived
from the company’s ability to map and exploit the
regulatory environment relevant to its operations.

Campaign
Orange Revolution in
the Ukraine

—

Campaign
The 1994 South Africa
General Election

Key Findings

Campaign
The 2013 Kenyan
Presidential
Campaign

6.

Campaign
The 2010 St Kitts
and Nevis Prime
Ministerial Election

5.

its business model and technology raises considerations for
a Department of Defence approach to Australia’s information
warfare capability.

macro, meso and micro levels, leveraging both the human
and analytical sciences.
Develop a strategy for gaining access to social media
and other online data underpinning next generation
persuasive technologies.
Deploy a qualitative-quantitative situational awareness
strategy for mapping and visualising the information and

SCL changed its methodology.
It moved from traditional Target
Audience Analysis that used analog
data, to a remote data-centric
methodology that utilised digital data.

in the full report. Although CA is a private corporate entity, we

Campaign
US Republican
Primaries

nuanced content.

2013 (SCL)

3.

2010 (SCL)

then detail the strengths and weaknesses of CA’s operations
in relation to the four themes stipulated by JIA: Governance
& Ethics, Persuasive Technology, Systems & Technology,
and Campaign Awareness & Sensemaking. While this report

operations entities legitimacy.
Implement stringent data harvesting procedures that
ensure data is collected legally.
Employ multidisciplinary teams of experts to

2007 (SCL)

2.

Devise a code of practice for the ethical use of
persuasive technologies that guarantees protection

2006 (SCL)

1.

recommendations of the Cambridge Analytica (CA) case

2017 (SCL)

Recommendations
Campaign
The 2017 Kenyan
Presidential Elections

Introduction

After announcing its shutdown,
Cambridge Analytica was shortly
acquired by a holding company
called Emerdata Limited. The
company was incorporated in the
U.K. in 2017 by former directors of
Cambridge Analytica and prominent
members of the Mercer family,
acquired most of the SCL companies
prior to their bankruptcies to bring
them under a single ownership
structure for the purpose of
refinancing them.

Cambridge Analytica

Cambridge Analytica
Governance and Ethics
Melissa-Ellen Dowling

accessible data. CA knew it would be able to access both
psychographic and demographic data and accordingly made
data collection and analytics central to its business. Aside from
Facebook data, CA purchased data through data brokers such
as Infogroup, Experian and Data Trust, and legally utilised other
sources such as gun licence registries.

An understanding of Cambridge Analytica’s (CA) governance
structure is necessary to understand the organisational
we evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of CA’s business
model from the perspective of legality and ethics. The
benchmark for what constitutes ‘ethical’ conduct in this
case study is the extent to which CA adhered to, or deviated
from, norms and laws with respect to two core values of

CA consistently operated according to the ideological
preferences of shareholders which increased the prospects
CA was driven primarily by ideological
objectives. It was founded with a view to bolstering support for
the US Republican Party. Its shareholders favoured right-wing

legitimacy and transparency to sustain its operations in a
liberal democratic environment.

wing disposition. CA was therefore an ideologically driven actor,

Cambridge Analytica’s objectives and strategies
As a private political consultancy, CA’s objective was to

business model and informed its strategies, goals and clients.
CA understood its online operating environment and with that
knowledge was able to leverage a loosely regulated digital
domain to its advantage. CA harnessed regulatory loopholes
to collect data and post political content to social media
platforms knowing that the attribution of information and
disinformation is a major challenge in cyberspace. However,
for CA, the attribution ‘problem’ was not a problem but an

donor’s preferred outcomes. Accordingly, CA’s business
model was built on the manipulation of elections via its
to vote for) and articulation (e.g. casting a ballot) in the
every aspect of its business model. Across its campaigns,
CA aspired to covertly prevent the articulation of preferences
by the opposition, promote the articulation of preferences of
its clients’ supporters and persuade swing voters to reshape
their preferences. The clandestine nature of its operations,
in conjunction with the vast amounts of demographic
and psychographic data it used, set CA apart from other

CA heavily relied on technology for its operations. Technology
was used to harvest, combine and analyse social media and

The porous corporate structure meant it was impossible for
SCL Group to escape negative associations with CA. SCL
reportedly lost clients to the point it was no longer a viable
business. However, insolvency enabled CA/SCL to reincarnate
as a ‘new’ consultancy, Emerdata.
CA’s business model was unsustainable in a liberal
CA’s business
model necessitated interference in democratic principles,
processes and norms, thereby undermining democracy.
CA’s covert manipulation of decision-making processes
degraded the integrity and legitimacy of the electoral
process, and electoral outcomes. Its business model did not
preclude collaboration with known malign foreign entities and,
thus, potentially made CA a vector for foreign interference.

under the radar and mask the Mercer Family’s involvement in
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they describe individuals’ personalities in terms of a few basic
dimensions. Moreover, these dimensions were used to develop
tailored content to shift political opinion at scale.

simplistic. CA used the Five Factor Model (FFM) to create

Key Findings
— The primary strengths of CA’s business model derived from
the company’s ability to map and exploit the regulatory
environment relevant to its operations.
— The primary weakness of CA’s business model is that it
lacked mechanisms to foster legitimacy. This made the
business unsustainable in a liberal democratic environment.

Weaknesses of CA’s business model
CA’s business model lacked mechanisms to foster its
legitimacy which meant it was able – under its own guidelines
at least – to operate in an unacceptable way. This led to a loss
of legitimacy.

Strengths of CA’s business model
The key strengths of CA’s business model derived from
the company’s ability to map and exploit the regulatory
environment relevant to its operations.

psychological characteristics. CA relied heavily on social media
messages that consisted of visual and textual elements. It
seems that these messages were highly effective. They exploited
persuadables’ cognitive biases and apparently affected their

(3) collected data without user consent and (4) used data
for purposes outside reasonable user expectation – i.e., for

Matteo Farina

Although the complex corporate structure protected SCL legally,
the porosity between SCL and CA precipitated both companies’
insolvency due to perceptions of legal and ethical misconduct.
Despite their legal separation, the practical separation
between SCL Group and CA was negligible as the companies

voters. CA focused especially on persuadables, people who

they were being targeted with unattributed political messaging.
Shortcomings in matters of privacy and consent contributed to
CA’s insolvency. CA’s collection of Facebook data was deemed
illegal in the US and UK because it (1) misrepresented the type

content knowing that it would be ‘virtually’ impossible to trace.

every voter – identify and target swing voters more effectively
than other consultancies, particularly those operating outside
digital data analytics. In short, the core capability of CA’s
business model was its ability to identify swing voters and
target them.

A complex corporate structure shielded SCL (the UK parent
company) and the Mercer Family from scrutiny (and potential
liability) regarding CA’s operations. Incorporated in the US,
CA was one of several subsidiaries of SCL Group. CA was
reportedly 90% owned by the Mercer Family Foundation
due to the Foundation’s upfront $15-$20 million investment
in the company. The complex structure created a circular
situation which gave CA the IP rights of its parent yet, due to
an accompanying exclusivity agreement, transferred contracts

The ‘unique selling point’ that differentiated CA from other
Although CA lawfully
purchased demographic and consumer data from data brokers,

mainly interested in the FFM because it could use Facebook
data to computationally and accurately predict personality
dimensions of human personality: Extraversion, Agreeableness,
Conscientiousness, Neuroticism and Openness to Experience.
Some studies argue that the FFM may be universal. However,
others suggest that this might not be the case. In fact, the FFM
Western, Educated, Industrialised, Rich and Democratic (WEIRD)
small component of market segmentation (or Target Audience
Analysis). Other factors include cognitive processes, social
identities, norms, networks and interactions, power dynamics

technology for its operations because technology has changed
how people communicate and access information; it affects
politicians and how they interact with voters; it is persistent,
ubiquitous and allows anonymity; it can store and process
huge volumes of data; it has many modalities and it can scale.
Finally, technology is also interactive, personalisable and
potentially persuasive. However, whether technology affects
peoples’ attitudes and behaviours is still open to debate.

CA’s model did not consider that political leanings might
not depend on personality traits only. Although personality
apparently cause them. In other words, both political attitudes
and psychological traits might depend on multiple factors.
CA’s model did not consider how individuals express
themselves online and how information spreads across
online social networks.
and take on a ‘performative’ component. Whilst apps such as

CA claimed the ability to covertly manipulate both individuals
CA used online manipulation for its operations.
Manipulation might exploit individuals’ vulnerabilities (such
as dark triad and personality traits) and affect their decisionmaking processes. CA’s manipulation took different forms,
including direct intervention using identity-based reasoning

of online behavior are likely to be skewed by performative
or polarising processes. Moreover, it is unclear whether CA
considered how different types of information spread on
social networks.
Key Findings

through Facebook groups that were polarised or primed by
CA’s intervention, hyperbolae and mobilisation of rage (affect
heuristic), and the alleged release of hacked kompromat.
CA had the capacity to access large data sets from multiple
with personalised content. CA used technology to collect
huge amounts of demographic and behavioural data to create
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Systems and Technology

Weaknesses of CA’s Systems & Technology
Potential illegal use of data. Although Facebook allowed
academics and developers to collect personal information
about users it was, at the time, illegal to use the data for

Matteo Farina

CA used various systems and technology for its campaigns.
These systems and technology enabled CA to collect and

investigation determined CA illegally used Facebook data

microtarget voters with personalised messages and political
ads. Whether these messages were effective is still unknown.

. In its promotional materials CA
claimed its operations were highly effective. However, there is

Strengths of CA’s Systems & Technology
CA used large quantities of data for its operations.

when it did, apparently used rudimentary techniques, such as

sources it relied heavily on Facebook for harvesting
information about large groups of individuals. CA presumably
used Facebook because it has 2.7 billion monthly users,
making it the world’s most popular social media platform.
Through Facebook, CA accessed a diverse and extremely large
pool of individuals. In addition, collecting data via Facebook
was simple and inexpensive. Moreover, Facebook data
was rich in computationable, demographic and behavioural
information which appeared to be naturalistic. Finally, and
more importantly, CA needed only a single app to collect

Moreover, although some literature suggests that
microtargeting, especially through social media platforms,
might affect consumer behaviour, whether this is applicable
to political campaigning, and therefore CA’s operations, is an
open question. For example, some studies suggest that political
microtargeting might have an adverse effect – rather than
triggering support, it may generate reactance (a backlash).
Furthermore, many journal articles argue that CA had a limited
impact on elections and that the psychographic model it
used was inaccurate. Dr Kogan, the academic who developed

thisisyourdigitallife. Although it seems technical information
about this app is not publicly available, it appears it was
similar to myPersonality, an app developed by researchers at
the Psychometric Centre at Cambridge University. Both apps
used Facebook Likes to make predictions about individuals’
personalities and personal attributes. These predictions were
made using the FFM described in the Persuasive Technology
section of this report.

apparently said the app’s personality predictions were not
particularly accurate. The limited accuracy of CA’s predictions
may have been due to several factors: that the effectiveness
of Facebook Likes as predictors of personality might weaken
over time, self-reported information collected through
questionnaires is often unreliable, personalised messages
are context dependent. Finally, predicting the outcomes of
political elections is an extremely complex task. Election
forecasts depend on multiple variables, some of which are
known, others unknown. Moreover, it appears that some of
these variables might be interconnected and have different
values that can change over time. In summary, it is impossible
to establish the degree to which CA’s operations impacted
election results.

CA combined traditional and “quasi-experimental” approaches
in its political operations. CA used traditional and “quasiexperimental” techniques in its political operations. On one
hand, it utilised market segmentation, interviews, focus
groups, surveys, TV commercials, canvassing and direct
mails. On the other, it appears it used more sophisticated,
data-intensive digital techniques. These included direct and

Key Findings
— CA utilised traditional and “quasi-experimental”

kompromat, hacking, mobilisation of rage, and the use of
psychologically based hyperbolic narratives that exploited
identity-based reasoning.

Campaign Awareness and Sensemaking
Melissa-Ellen Dowling

process were:
1. Target audience analysis to understand key issues and
political dynamics.
a. Qualitative research – secondary research,
interviews, focus groups.
b. Quantitative research – data collection using a blend

CA needed to map its operating environment because the
company’s modus operandi involved identifying weaknesses
in socio-political systems and leveraging those weaknesses to
its advantage. CA was, therefore, unable to identify pressure
points without developing and maintaining situational
awareness. Through an evaluation of the strengths and

2.

CA’s pre-campaign sensemaking practices were robust and
enabled its operations, while post-campaign sensemaking did
not occur systematically and this may have compromised the

individuals and groups, and tailor messages and other

Strengths of Cambridge Analytica’s Sensemaking Practices
CA’s pre-campaign sensemaking processes were robust. They
enabled the company to identify socio-political vulnerabilities
and subsequently exploit those vulnerabilities as per its
business objectives. CA mapped a target state’s cultural and
political traditions as well as its ethnic and economic tensions.
Mapping was conducted via surveys, secondary research,
interviews and focus groups. The process was fundamental

CA maintained situational awareness intra-campaign by
tracking public opinion and dynamic monitoring of attitude
changes via a control group. CA’s intra-campaign awareness
had two key dimensions: (1) the need to remain aware of
a dynamic socio-political environment and (2) the need to
assess its role in affecting that environment, and projecting

CA had systems to track the socio-political environment
of an electorate during its campaigns. For example,
it monitored political polls and public opinion to keep
abreast of its candidate’s electoral chances. Its analysts
produced ‘intelligence reports’ detailing changes to the
political environment. These reports focused on popular
perception and awareness of candidates and evaluated
electorate composition and the political ideology of key

voters’ political preferences. CA’s emphasis on cultural
factors suggests there was a human element in persuasive
technologies that was important to its operations.
CA needed to grasp non-technical aspects of the societies
in which it operated, as well as technology’s role in analysing
voter preferences. The fact it collected mass data on voters
suggests it was aware of the important role technology played
in voters’ lives and its own operations.

campaign sensemaking processes in relation to CA’s effect
on the environment. Despite this, it appears that CA did
have methods to assess its role in relation to the changing

CA took large amounts of qualitative and quantitative data

shifts of a control group (voters not messaged) with those

the design of targeted content for the purpose of shifting
public opinion at scale. CA’s use of quantitative and qualitative
data was key to its microtargeting strategy. It was able to
identify swing voters and their vulnerabilities based on a
holistic understanding of the socio-political environment and
individual dispositions within that context.

During its campaigns, CA was unable to establish causal
connections between its operations and changes to public
opinion. As detailed in ‘Theme 2: Persuasive Technology’,
CA likely deployed rudimentary statistical modelling that
was incapable of processing variable complexities. Despite

Because CA conducted extensive qualitative research on the
culture and traditions of its target audiences it discovered it
could access psychographic data from people paid to take an

CA developed and provided its clients with a single ‘onestop-shop’ platform to effectively manage their political

with any degree of certainty the effect CA’s operations had
on the popularity of its candidates due to the large number

persuadable voters. Identifying persuadable voters was a
key component of its early campaign awareness approach

a single online platform called RIPON. RIPON allowed CA
to control all aspects of a political campaign including
data, online marketing, campaign scheduling, teams’
management and so on.

sensemaking process. A shared ‘cognitive cause map’
emerged, and this drove the company’s mission and tactics.
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Data analytics to ‘segment the population into
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Case Study 3

CA lacked systematic post-campaign sensemaking practices
Evidence suggests that CA adopted
a simplistic approach whereby if its sponsored candidate
won an election or even gained a parliamentary seat the CA

Facebook

mapping, this approach neglected to account for the myriad
Without stringent post-campaign evaluation and assessment
processes, CA may have employed ineffective methods in
future campaigns, jeopardising its business.
Key Findings
— CA took large amounts of qualitative and quantitative

—

informed the design of targeted content for the purpose
of shifting public opinion at scale.
CA did not make any attempt to measure the impact of
large-scale public opinion effects attributed to them by
the company.

Conclusion and Recommendations
This report presented an overview of the CA case

the regulatory environment in which it operated, using a
combination of traditional and “quasi-experimental” techniques.

capabilities are: (i) founded on a code of practice which
protects liberal democratic principles and ensures the legality
of data collection procedures; (ii) guided by a strategy for
accessing and collecting social media data that evolves with
changing digital technologies; (iii) driven by multidisciplinary
teams to analyse and develop indicators and metrics for
and (iv) informed by combined qualitative-quantitative
situational awareness strategies for mapping the outcomes
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it seeks to substantively enhance Australia’s Information and
cyber domain capabilities to counter grey zone threats. The

3.

are discussed in greater detail in a full Case Study available
online at: https://dri.unsw.edu.au/groundbreaking_post/
.
4.

Key Findings

—
—
—

Background
In February 2004, TheFacebook (as it was then called) was
created by Mark Zuckerberg and others to serve the Harvard
student community. Due to its popularity it expanded to other
universities and, in September 2006, the enterprise, now known as
Facebook, became publicly available to people 13 or older. Today,
Facebook is the world’s most widely used social media platform
and, in 2020, claimed a global workforce of 58,604. In addition
to the Facebook platform, the company’s assets have grown to
include Instagram, WhatsApp and the digital gaming company
Oculus VR. Facebook also does business through subsidiaries in
other countries. See Appendix 1 for key Facebook timelines.

The methods Facebook uses to persuade users are
susceptible to manipulation by malign actors
Many of Facebook’s contractors and agency employees
are underpaid and under resourced
Much of Facebook’s transparency is simply about
appearing, rather than being, transparent
Any response to malign activity on the platform should
be predicated on the assumption that the present model
will continue and, with it, the potential for misuse.

Facebook’s US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
submission for 2020 reported 1.84 billion worldwide Facebook
daily active users (DAUs). Monthly active users (MAUs)
numbered 2.80 billion, and family daily active people (DAP)
(that is, individuals who visited at least one of the following
sites – Facebook, Instagram, Messenger and WhatsApp –
daily) totalled 2.60 billion. Social Media News reports that in
January 2020 there were 16 million monthly active Facebook
users in Australia (see Figure 1 for a breakdown of Australian
users by age). However, this does not represent 16 million
discrete users, as some individuals have multiple accounts,
while other accounts belong to organisations. As a social
media business, Facebook is a multisided platform. It has,
however, a primary source of revenue: advertising. Facebook

Recommendations
1.

Devise a framework and strategy for clear and
transparent public communication. This includes
persuasion and the ethics of the operation, as well as
having the capacity to differentiate between authentic
and inauthentic patterns of social engagement in the
context of true or false content.

2.

Effective liaison with platform owners is important in
cooperation with Facebook exist and could be used as
models. Existing obligations under the Telco Act may
provide the basis for the establishment of such a facility.
Consideration should be given to whether the liaison
facility should consist of a dedicated ADF operation or

Facebook’s strengths as a persuasive technology company
— Facebook has a centralised management structure and
employs a business model that aggressively acquires
and suppresses rivals and provides a highly attractive
means of targeted advertising
— Facebook successfully employs psychological
techniques of persuasion to facilitate the ‘right’ kind of
user engagement in a manner that is not dependent on
the epistemic value (i.e., the veracity) of content
— Facebook adopts a range of strategies to maintain
market dominance
— Facebook uses several different means to monitor and
measure its effectiveness, most of which are opaque to users.

—

Recruit a diverse workforce, with the skills to
identify nefarious activity disguised as benign social
engagement. Natural language algorithms are most
effective in conjunction with human fact moderators.
However, workers should be provided with support
services, including resiliency training and counselling.

its shareholders’ welfare. It does this by paying dividends to its
shareholders or increasing its stock value, or both. Shareholder
welfare is maximised when advertising revenue is maximised.

Develop an understanding of how to operate in a social
media landscape with powerful distribution and production
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5,089

1,200

3,711
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governance and ethics, persuasive technology, systems and
technology, and campaign awareness and sensemaking. Our

1,974

techniques, including netnographic analysis (a technique for
the cultural analysis of social media and online community
data) as a potential means to identify malign online actors

4,100
3,500

777

Facebook was selected for analysis as a mature and popular
social media platform, broadly representative of others in
common use now and platforms that may emerge in future.

Facebook Annual Revenue
(USD Millions)

networks and concentrated ownership. To achieve this,
consider investing in the development of information
analytics and leveraging Australian centres of excellence

Number of Australian Users
(Thousands)

6,100

Introduction

85,965

Facebook

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Age Range

Year

Figure 1: Number of Australian Facebook users by age

Figure 2: Facebook annual revenue

Findings and Discussion
Governance and Ethics
Key Findings – Governance and Ethics
Strengths
— Facebook employs a business model of aggressively
acquiring or suppressing potential rivals.
— The Facebook model of targeted advertising based on user
data is highly attractive.
— Decision making in Facebook Inc. is highly centralised.
—

—

keeping them online. In fact, content that resonates
emotionally with users, and appeals to their preferences
and beliefs, is more likely to be shared, regardless of its
provenance or veracity.
Facebook has a strong incentive to keep its users engaged.

incentive for the company to modify substantially its
business model.
Facebook’s right under Section 230 of the Communications
Decency Act (CDA) to moderate content and users has been

Weaknesses

—
—

weed out mis- or disinformation. In fact, quite the reverse,
particularly as such content is shared more frequently than
authentic content and therefore helps cultivate engagement
through ‘likes’, shares, and by posting comments.

Critics have argued that Facebook practices may put users
at risk.
The practice of using algorithms to target users with ads
means that the more users express interest in certain
factors, including extreme political positions, the more

content, if it is keeping users engaged, is important

Facebook will not give up or substantially modify its
based on user data is highly attractive, with no cost of goods
sold, no marketing costs and no selling costs, creating
what Len Sherman describes as a “trifecta of high scale
any high-tech company”. This model lies at the heart of

for targeted advertising.
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Facebook
The risk to users
The practice of using algorithms to target users with ads

there is evidence that Facebook is susceptible to public opinion,
to social responsibility and integrity). Despite maintaining

including extreme political positions, the more they are likely
to receive information about them, whether through targeted
advertising or by interacting with other users with similar
interests. This may in turn increase their response to, and
engagement with, such material and positions, thus perpetuating

slowdown in user growth in 2018. Facebook shares subsequently
plunged 19%. This prompted Facebook to promise reform and
to make some changes. Zuckerberg, for example, pledged
a number of reforms in his testimony to the US Congress in
April 2019, including restricting third-party access to Facebook
user data; discontinuing the company’s purchase of user data
from private data mills; investing in AI detection algorithms;
employing thousands of new cyber security personnel to prevent
the spread of disinformation; requiring developers to get user
approval before accessing posts and private data; and requiring

Critics have argued that Facebook practices may put users at
risk. For example: In October 2018, Facebook linked 540,000 of
its users in Saudi Arabia to the ad preference “Homosexuality”.
In the European Union (EU), Facebook has labelled 73% of users
with potentially sensitive interests, possibly in contravention
of EU law. These include political opinions, sexual orientation,
personal health issues and other matters. The use of potentially
sensitive personal data may enable malevolent actors to target

and location, display their ads publicly and indicate who paid for
their promotions.
In March 2019, Zuckerberg posted a blog in which he claimed
that Facebook was “pivoting to privacy”. This included an
emphasis on privacy in personal interactions, a commitment to
end-to-end encryption on Facebook apps, and a commitment
to end the long-term storage of data. He also committed to
interoperability, to allow people to communicate across apps
and networks. Critics responded with scepticism, arguing the
strategy was centred on Facebook’s desire to own the “oneto-one private ephemeral space” of personal communication
through apps, which allows Facebook to leverage data from the
Facebook platform and provide targeted advertising on privacyfocused platforms.

otherwise use the data in a malevolent manner.

Decision-making in Facebook Inc. is highly centralised. A two
tier-share structure places effective control of the company
in the hands of the Facebook Board of Directors, and the
Ordinary shareholders hold little power and the board does not
face any challenge from them regarding its policy decisions.
Facebook employs a business model of aggressively acquiring
or suppressing potential rivals. Primary acquisitions are detailed
in Timeline 1 (Appendix 1), while a more complete list of
companies acquired by Facebook is provided in an annex to the
detailed Facebook Case Study.

While it did make some changes, Facebook remained
forthright and arguably ruthless in protecting its interests. In
an investigative article in November 2018, the New York Times
had aggressively lobbied against Facebook’s critics, attempting
to shift public anger towards rival companies and ward off
regulation and even employing a Republican opposition research

substantially its business model. On 24 July 2019, the US
the Cambridge Analytica debacle. The same day, the Federal

Facebook reforms are also limited to areas that do not
threaten the viability of its business model. Observers note that

company for violating a 2011 FTC order by deceiving users
about the privacy of their data. With shareholders anticipating
the possibility of a more severe outcome, the share price jumped

and moving on in the face of criticism: a pattern that can be
traced back to Zuckerberg’s apology to Harvard University when
he was reprimanded for posting pictures of female Harvard
students on his website, Facemash, without their consent.
Critics argue that the imperative to protect the Facebook model
involving targeted advertising based on user data means that

make shareholders lose faith in the Facebook business model.
Two of the three FTC Commissioners dissented, arguing the

Facebook and reform
When faced with regulations or demands for change, Facebook
responds by acting in a manner that prioritises its business
model over substantial reform. It is likely to continue to behave
in this way in the future. This is evident in its response to the
FTC mandate in 2011, and to its response to both the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and moves made by Apple
to enhance privacy on its devices (discussed below). That said,

substantial reform.
Challenges to the Facebook model
Arguably, Facebook is vulnerable. The Facebook business
continued existence of Facebook in its present form, and its
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an online media company that allows users to share information
on a social platform without the retention of data have been

government abridgement of freedom of speech”. However,
legislation signed by President Trump in 2018 removed
protection under Section 230 for material related to sex

embryonic state. The viability of the Facebook model could also
be undermined by regulation, such as legislation by national
governments prohibiting the harvesting and retention of user
data, possibly supported by international agreements.

politicians are arguing for further changes.

The Facebook business model has faced somewhat of a
challenge from the EU GDPR. This includes some restrictions
on the collection and use of personal data. The situation in the

Strengths
— Facebook exploits people’s motivation to connect and

regarding the retention and use of data. Facebook has responded
to the EU GDPR by focusing its efforts on speeding users through
consent processes and gaining user consent, rather than reducing
data collection. It has also changed the jurisdiction of users in
Africa, Asia, Australia and Latin America from the EU to the more
lenient US privacy laws.

—

production and consumption of information by its users.
The big data derived from this activity amounts to a
valuable commodity, marketable to third-parties
(e.g., advertisers).
Facebook has been effective at employing a number

—

Prosumerism is not reliant on the epistemic value

—

The Facebook model is also facing a challenge on Apple
platforms. Apple is moving to allow users to opt out of data
consent for apps on the Apple platform, including Facebook,
collecting their data. Apple will block data collection for those
who decline. Facebook attempted to pre-empt this development
by introducing a pop-up screen effectively urging users to opt-in
to data collection, arguing it will allow Facebook to “continue to
give people better experiences”. It has denied there is any tradeoff between collecting data to provide targeted ads and user
privacy, claiming that “in fact we can provide both”.

Weaknesses
— The method by which Facebook enhances prosumerism
– the algorithmic-based preferencing of content which

—

Facebook is presently facing a number of political and legal
challenges that may impact its operations and business model.
In October 2020, the Democratic majority of the US House
Judiciary antitrust subcommittee released a report which
concluded that the domination of Apple, Amazon, Facebook and
Alphabet is impacting US democracy and the US economy. It
suggested parts of these businesses be broken up. In December
2020, the US FTC, in conjunction with a coalition of 46 states

—

Facebook’s business model is not incentivised to remove
mis- or disinformation; but the company is vulnerable to
changes in public opinion and legislation, and so needs
through its strategy of promoting prosumerism and at
least appearing to embrace its social responsibility when
it comes to combating ‘fake news’ and malign activities.
Arguably, Facebook manipulates rather than persuades
its users to engage as prosumers.

Facebook users can be thought of as prosumers because they
are both the consumers and producers of information. They
are encouraged to increase their commitment to the platform
through a process Fogg and Eckles refer to as a behavioural chain,
whereby users proceed through the initial stages of discovery and

accusing the company of maintaining a social networking
monopoly by means of anti-competitive conduct. Outcomes
could include: the forced divestiture of Instagram, WhatsApp
and other assets; prohibiting Facebook from imposing anticompetitive conditions on software developers; requiring the
company to seek approval for future acquisitions; or forcing
it to allow users to post material across competing social
network platforms, thus facilitating competition.

prosumers (the end-state intended by the Facebook design).
To demonstrate their commitment, Facebook users are

Facebook’s right under Section 230 of the 1996 US
Communications Decency Act (see Appendix 1,Timeline 3)

friends, respond to others’ contributions and return to the
platform often. Facebook facilitates these steps by making
engagement quick and simple (e.g., they often require only
one click), and tracks user activity, such as the signalling of
preferences (in the form of ‘likes’ and ‘dislikes’), the adding
of connections (i.e., allowing access to one’s password
protected email list), friending/unfriending, and so on.

by US courts. In response to a lawsuit by the conservative
organisation Freedom Watch and YouTube personality Laura

fact violated the US First Amendment, as this prohibits “only
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Facebook
The long-term viability of Facebook depends on the company
maintaining a delicate balance between attracting an audience
and exploiting its natural resources (i.e., members’ attitudes
and behaviour, and propensity to share and connect), while
preserving its credibility. Facebook therefore presents as an
audience engagement tool (see Figure 3), accommodating
and entertaining users through the social connections
they develop via its platform. In short, Facebook seeks to

Maintaining engagement
A key aspect of being social on Facebook is sharing.

study reveal that emotional content yields higher levels of
engagement in terms of comments and shares compared to
emotionally neutral content (e.g., a post about food or interior
design). Facebook therefore has an added incentive – in
terms of increasing prosumer engagement – to prioritise or
privilege news or other content that will elicit an emotional
response. This incentive remains irrespective of the epistemic
value of the content; irrespective, that is, of its truth or falsity.

commodity (i.e., the amount of engagement). Users can also
enhance the saliency of their ‘popularity’ through increased

often, and in the right way, and in so doing gather more of the
source material (small data points) on which its most prized
commodities – big data and predictive algorithms – depend.

‘likes’, images and ‘friends’ they have.

The Facebook model is dependent on the authenticity of its

compatible with the notion of non-rational persuasion that

Cultivated and trusted sharing can make users more
susceptible to mis- or disinformation – commonly known

and targeting ads. The company’s platform integrity relies on
users providing their correct identities. As such, Facebook is
far less concerned with the veracity of content, which does not

users’ attitudes and behaviour (see Figure 5).

sharing information. Facebook capitalises on this because

of its need to appear to be socially responsible.

itches, often through the ease by which we can click ‘like’

Liking and
Authority

Giving and
receiving
information
among ‘friends’

Maintaining
credibility

on new content and share it with others. To illustrate: The

Reciprocity

Attracting
an audience

Increases

Individuals are more likely to share something they like with people they like,
especially if it’s judged to be from an authority.
Liking and authority encourage reciprocity. ‘A’ shares with ‘B’ and ‘C’ who
then
.

Increases

The reciprocal sharing of content that is liked produces consistency.
Consistency

Exploiting the
audience’s
natural resources

Facebook
presence

Being
social

Connectivity

Increases
trust

Consistency leads to a sense of unity among the group who reciprocally

Accommodating and
entertaining users

Figure 4: Cultivating a trusted social environment on Facebook.
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Not regularly engaging may lead to a fear of missing out.

Increases

Popularity

Figure 3: Facebook as an audience engagement tool. Attracting an audience

echo chambers

Unity

Scarcity
Increases

Facilitated by
algorithmically
targeted content,

The popularity of Facebook and the fear of missing out act as social proof
Social
Proof

Figure 5:
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Systems and Technology

(that is, in a manner that accords with these rhythms; see

Key Findings – Systems and Technology
Strengths
— Facebook has maintained market dominance by utilising
a range of strategies.
— Facebook employs a high-quality public relations team to
support its public image and respond to critics.
— Examples of government cooperation with Facebook
and other social media entities already exist and could

—

facility.
The Facebook Oversight Board allows an independent

—

Fact checking is now a key part of Facebook operations.

more valuable.

Facebook monitors
all ‘rhythms’ for patterns
of behaviour

Workforce
Facebook has a two-tiered workforce – directly employed
staff and a large subcontracted workforce. Facebook
employees generally enjoy very good conditions in terms of
pay, long vacations, health and dental care, parental leave
and a range of perks. Facebook’s leadership also engages
actively and regularly with its workforce. Zuckerberg and
other senior personnel provide weekly question and answer
sessions for employees. This includes an update on company
expected to display a high degree of loyalty to the company,
and to support and promote its mission. Some current and
former employees (speaking anonymously) have, however,
been critical of the degree of conformity required and have
even likened working for Facebook to being in a cult.

Weaknesses
— Some employees have likened working for Facebook
to being part of a cult, owing to the degree of

—

Harmful rhythms
that detract from
prosumerism

Facebook employees are not extended to the many under
subcontracting arrangements.
Critics have expressed scepticism about the ability of the
Oversight Board to oversee the enormous task of fact
checking the Facebook platform.

In contrast, the large team of subcontracted Facebook
moderators work in casualised, insecure, low paid and
generally poor conditions. Facebook’s reliance on outsourced,
third-party fact checking services, staffed by underpaid,
under resourced and under supported human operators
is arguably a considerable impediment to its capacity to
counter disinformation and malign activity. They are also

Adaptation
We need to be cautious about describing Facebook within a
particular era as it is the organisation’s power to adapt and
evolve that has helped maintain its dominance. It is therefore
important to understand the enduring characteristics that
have made Facebook’s operations successful in different
contexts, and the extent to which it has ‘future proofed’ itself.

preparation or counselling, given the potentially traumatising
and psychologically dangerous nature of their work. There is
evidence that some struggle with symptoms of trauma long
after they leave their jobs and what counselling is provided
during their employment ends when they depart the company.

Facebook has maintained market dominance through a range
of strategies, including ease-of-use, acting to acquire potential
competitors, compatibility across platforms, the continuing
addition of new features, accommodating video and working
to eliminate anonymity. Different aspects of Facebook
are upgraded on a continual basis to respond to new
developments and improve features. Facebook also employs
a high-quality public relations team to support its public image
and respond to critics.

Knowing who exhibits certain
rhythms is of value to
third-party customers

Figure 6:

Liaison with government
Examples of government cooperation with Facebook
and other social media entities already exist and could
provide the basis for a Facebook liaison facility as part of

a manner that appears combative or challenging to users’
mis- or disinformation when presented in a tactful, respectful
manner that avoids disparaging the audience. Research also
indicates that Facebook’s efforts to limit misinformation

includes the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism
(GIFCT), founded by Facebook, Google, Microsoft and Twitter
in August 2017. The forum is intended to foster cooperation
between companies, advance research and engage with other
stakeholders, including governments, to counter the spread of
terrorism, and extremist and violent content online. Another
is the Christchurch Call to Action, formed by governments
after the March 2019, mosque shootings in Christchurch,

alone would not be capable of discerning the amount of
malign activity on Facebook and the speed at which it
spreads, research indicates that fact checking is likely to
be most effective when human and machine techniques
combine. Although imperfect, an array of automated fake
news detection capabilities (examined in the detailed
Facebook Case Study) exist, including user-based, post-

signed onto the initiative’s nine-point plan designed to
coordinate industry efforts to combat violence and extremist
material online. Existing Facebook obligations under the

Digital ethnographic (also known as Netnographic) analysis
– a technique for the cultural analysis of social media and
online community data – is a potential tool to identify malign
online actors and their behaviours and vulnerabilities. Digital
ethnographic analysis of the online activities of several
different groupings and political and social orientations may
identify potential vulnerabilities, and guard against their
exploitation by malign actors.

social media liaison.
The Facebook Oversight Board has been established to allow

Facebook’s valued commodity – big data – is acquired from
its users. Facebook’s customers, on the other hand, are
those companies and organisations willing to pay for what

Facebook. Critics have expressed scepticism about the ability
of such a board – eventually, to consist of up to 40 members
– to oversee the enormous task of fact checking the Facebook

to: namely, a target audience. As Lim and Schumann note,
Facebook uses an immune system algorithm to control users’
mediated experience as they move towards a desired rhythm

on the banning of former President Trump to Facebook itself
has caused critics to further question its effectiveness.

out problematic rhythms. These rhythms are a marketable
commodity for Facebook because they are of value to
advertisers, who bid for the data so that they can intervene
to shape people’s experience at the most opportune times

Fact checking is now a key part of Facebook’s operations.
While problematic in some respects, fact checking may
nevertheless be effective if done properly. Research indicates
that fact checking may not be effective when undertaken in
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Helpful rhythms
that contribute to
prosumerism are shaped
(orchestrated) to further
enhanced prosumer
behaviour
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tells us that Facebook has the capacity to monitor the

Key Findings – Campaign Awareness and Sensemaking
Strengths
Monitoring and Transparency
— A means by which Facebook monitors the effectiveness

—

allows us to speculate that the reason for the information’s
transparency is to make salient an individual’s social presence
on the platform, including their Facebook popularity. We
can surmise that Facebook provides engagement metrics to
users to encourage them to engage further as prosumers, in
accordance with Facebook’s business model.

is able to enhance prosumerism (i.e., while Facebook
provides engagement metrics to its users, the purpose of
this transparency, one might surmise, is to make salient
an individual’s social presence on the platform and their
Facebook popularity).
Facebook’s ability to monitor the effectiveness of its

Facebook’s ability to monitor the effectiveness of its
effectiveness of its big data and predictive algorithms
to its customers. Information is available to advertisers
on Facebook via Facebook insights or analytic tools and

of promoting the effectiveness of its ‘big data’ and
predictive algorithms – in providing access to target

number of actions – ‘likes, shares, comments – taken),

Managing transparency
— Facebook regularly publishes its Community Standards
Enforcement Report. Contained within its pages is

—

Conclusion
In conclusion, Facebook demonstrates the power of social media
effects of which may be compounded by the platform’s business
model, social license, and the legislative and ethical frameworks
within which it operates. Facebook’s current business model,

propagation of misinformation. Any response to potentially malign
the platform on which they thrive, based on the assumption that
the Facebook business model as we know it is likely to continue,
and with it the societal risks.

website via Facebook). By providing metrics to its
particular audience is a cost-effective way to advertise.

speech, bullying and harassment, and updates on how
Facebook is helping to manage election integrity and
combat mis- and disinformation.
The means and extent of Facebook’s transparency is
assessed by the Transparency Advisory Group. Such
managed visibilities (see also a weakness below) are a
means for Facebook to at least give the appearance of
embracing its social responsibilities in order to continue

seconds of a three-minute video.
Managing transparency
Facebook’s transparency indicators also need to be
understood in conjunction with the claim that transparency
is designed to mediate and manage visibilities (i.e., give
the appearance that Facebook is embracing its social
responsibilities and maintaining integrity). To illustrate: in
response to scrutiny over the Cambridge Analytica scandal,
Facebook’s Page Transparency was created to make

Weaknesses
— Facebook transparency indicators provide some insight
into what Facebook employs to monitor its effectiveness
(although much is opaque), but these indicators need to
be understood in conjunction with the claim that such
transparency does not exist simply to provide insight and
clarity but to mediate and manage visibilities.
— Facebook’s Community Standards do not always align
with countries’ laws. This has resulted in Facebook
having to conform to local regulations even when content

Facebook page was created, the primary country the page is
managed in and the number of people who manage it, whether
the page belongs to a state-controlled media organisation,
is also assessed by the Transparency Advisory Group.
Facebook regularly publishes its Community Standards
Enforcement Report (which further supports the claim that
the company is embracing its social responsibilities and
maintaining integrity). The report provides information on

Monitoring and transparency
The manner in which Facebook monitors the impact of its

harassment, as well as updates on how Facebook is helping
to manage election integrity and combat misinformation.
Facebook’s Community Standards does not always align
with other countries’ laws, however. For example, Facebook’s
Community Standards is more tolerant than the German
Network Enforcement Act in regulating hate speech. This
has resulted in Facebook having to conform to the local
regulations in Germany, even where content has not violated

much of what Facebook is able to do has to be inferred from
what it decides to make transparent, not only in term of how
it monitors user engagement but also why it makes this
information available.
Facebook provides engagement metrics on (inter alia) the
amount of time a user spends on its platform, the number of
‘likes’ given, photos uploaded, events attended, groups joined,
photos tagged, links and questions posted, and status and
location (or check-in) updates. Making these metrics available
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acquisitions and suppression strategy, designed to help it monopolise the online social communications market. Recent opposition
to this is also included. In addition, Timeline 1 shows Facebook’s position on user privacy which can be seen to change after the
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Jan 2020
May 2017
Jan 2017

2017

ACCC

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission

ACMA

Australian Communications and Media Authority

Algorithmic drift

Phenomenon in which a site’s algorithmic suggestions funnel a user into viewing more radical
material, causing them to drift towards an online environment containing more extreme messages

ARPU

Average Revenue Per User (Facebook)

BOSN

Brand Online Social Networking. A means of marketing that enables companies to initiate and
cultivate relationships with their customers through social media platforms such as Facebook.

BSA

Broadcasting Services Act, 1992 (Australia)

CDA

Section 230 (c) (1) of the 1996 US Communications Decency Act (CDA). The act protects IT
platforms from being sued for third parties posts and provides them the right to moderate

Christchurch Call to Action

Organisation formed by governments after the March 2019 mosque shootings in Christchurch, New
Zealand to combat violence and extremist material online

ClaimBuster

A platform that uses machine learning to fact check claims in political discussions

CNOIR

Counter Narratives to Interrupt Online Radicalisation. A project aimed at exploring ways in which to
counter online radicalisation

Community Standards

The standards Facebook users are required to adhere to when posting material on Facebook.

CSI

Capture, Score and Integrate. A model composed of Capture, Score and Integrate using Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN).

Culture sharing

The exchange or mutual exposure of preferred lifestyles via social ties between users from different
cultural backgrounds

DAP

Family Daily Active People (Facebook)

DAU

Daily Active User (Facebook)

DeepFace

A machine learning facial recognition tool claiming a higher accuracy rate than human recognition

DeBot

A system to identify bot accounts on social media

DJINET

Dow Jones Internet Composite Index

DSTS

Dynamic Series-Time Structure. A model to capture the variation of a wide spectrum of social
context information over time

DTW

Dynamic Time Warping. An algorithm for measuring similarities between two temporal sequences
which may vary in speed.

ELM

Elaboration Likelihood Model. A dual process model that posits central and peripheral routes

Engagement

The number of actions (‘likes’, shares, comments) to a Facebook advertisement

EU

European Union

Facebook connect

A facility that allows users to use Facebook across applications

Facemash

A website established by Mark Zuckerberg at Harvard University in 2003 and closed down by

FAN

Facebook Audience Network

FCA

Fact Checking and Analysis

2011
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Dec 2016
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Figure 9: ‘Facebook as ‘platform or publisher’ and mis-/disinformation timeline
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Freedom Watch

A conservative US organisation that monitors the media and advocates for a position in relation to it

FTC

Federal Trade Commission (US)
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GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation (EU). A regulation which enforces a privacy regime on companies
operating in the EU, including a right to obtain personal data, to be forgotten, to data portability and a

GIFCT

Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism. Founded by Google, Microsoft, and Twitter to counter the
spread of terrorism and extremist and violent content online.

Grey zone

One of a range of terms used to describe activities, facilitated by technological developments

Internet Research Agency
1.

February 10, 2021.

interference operations and the coercive use of trade and economic levers.
HITS

Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search. A link analysis algorithm that rates Web pages.

IRA

Internet Research Agency (Russia)

Impression

The number of times an advertisement is seen and/or acted on by the same person

Information content provider

A person or entity that is responsible for the creation or development of information provided

Interactive computer service

An information service system or access software provider (such as Facebook) that enables
computer access by multiple users to a computer server

MAU

Monthly Active User (Facebook)

MIP

Mass Interpersonal Persuasion. The ability to persuade people of a position on a large scale.
theorem with strong (naïve) independence assumptions between the features.

NCMEC

The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (US)

Netnography

A technique for the cultural analysis of social media and online community data

PageRank

An algorithm used by Google Search to rank web pages in their search engine results

Perseverance effect

The phenomenon in which individuals continue to believe fake news or disinformation they are
initially exposed to after it has been corrected

Prosumer

An individual who acts as both a consumer and producer of information, usually on a social network

Reach

The number of people who see a Facebook advertisement

RFC

Related Fact Checks. An analysis assistance application for fact checking.
form a directed graph along a temporal sequence.

SEC

Securities and Exchange Commission (US)

Section 230

See CDA
immunity granted under Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act (1996) when dealing with

SGD

An iterative method for optimising an objective function with suitable smoothness properties
user’s account
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SVM

Support Vector Machine. See SVC.

TAM

Technology Acceptance Model. An information systems theory that models how users come to
accept and use a technology.

WHO

World Health Organisation

WOT

Web of Trust. A service that calculates the reputations of websites and to provide credibility
assessment for queries given by users.

WT.Social

A social media platform (launched October 2019) designed for the sharing of information in a similar
way to Facebook, but funded through donations rather than data collection
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The increasing polarisation of political discourse not only threatens the foundations of
democracy (McCoy, Rahman, Sommer 2018; McCoy & Somer, 2019), it also creates a national
security vulnerability. Disinformation campaigns created by malicious actors work by exploiting
a polarised public and encouraging radicalisation (Lin, 2019). But why are polarisation and
vulnerability to disinformation increasing? While there are many possible causes, a major factor
is that we are living in a post-truth era where objective facts are less influential in shaping public
opinion than appeals to emotion and personal biases (Makey & Jacobson, 2019). Consistent with
this, recent work by ourselves and others has shown that many people will intentionally avoid
fact checking information and will share information on social media they know to be false if the
information is emotionally appealing. This behaviour contributes to widespread false beliefs
(Lewandowsky, Ecker & Cook, 2017). Moreover, we have found that once a person acquires a
false belief, it is difficult to correct (Lewandowsky et al., 2012). As such, it is more effective to
‘inoculate’ against misinformation by presenting counter messages before the person is exposed
to the misinformation (Cook, Lewandowsky & Ecker, 2017).
However, successful inoculation is not trivial, requiring repeated exposure and counter messages
that are optimised to be persuasive. We are currently developing a new technology to rapidly
develop, test, and appropriately target counter messages for inoculating people against
misinformation and disinformation. This project is currently being funded under the National
Intelligence and Security Discovery Research Grants (NISDRG) program offered by the Office
of National Intelligence (ONI) (2022-25; CIs listed in this application). By using a
crowdsourcing technique, we can rapidly develop messages that are not only persuasive but more
likely to go viral and thus reach people before misinformation does. As such, our technique can
be used to counter rapidly evolving threats in the information environment.
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